THE ATHLETE BIOLOGICAL PASSPORT (ABP) EXPLAINED

THE ATHLETE BIOLOGICAL PASSPORT (ABP) MONITORS A SERIES OF BIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS THROUGH A DEDICATED SOFTWARE PROGRAMME TO PICK UP ON INDICATIONS OF DOPING.

THE ABP IS AN INFORMATIVE TOOL THAT SITS ALONGSIDE DIRECT TESTING, WHEREABOUTS AND PERFORMANCE MONITORING. THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS ‘FAILING THE ABP’.

THE ABP CREATES INDIVIDUAL REFERENCE RANGES FOR EACH ATHLETE. FLUCTUATIONS MAY INDICATE DOPING/USE OF PROHIBITED METHODS.

AN ATYPICAL PROFILE GOES TO THE EXPERT PANEL WHO DECIDE ON WHETHER OR NOT IT IS INDICATIVE OF DOPING.

THE BIOLOGICAL MARKERS OF DOPING SUBSTANCES AND METHODS REMAIN DETECTABLE IN THE BODY FOR LONGER THAN THE SUBSTANCES THEMSELVES.
WHAT IS AN OFF SCORE?

If you are tested for the ABP, you will start to compile a profile of blood parameters over a period of time that can be assessed as ‘normal’ for you. The OFF Score is one of these parameters and is worked out by using your Haemoglobin count and your percentage of reticulocytes (your immature red blood cells). If an athlete tried to cheat using blood boosting doping such as EPO, or by infusing their own blood back into their body, then this is reflected in both these markers and highlighted by the OFF Score.

OFF Score = Hb x 10 - 60x(√reticulocyte %)

OFF Scores vary individually and between genders. A number of factors such as recent altitude training or sleeping in a tent, recent hard training, recent heavy blood loss or transfusion, extreme dehydration or exposure to extreme cold, can affect your OFF Score in different ways so you should be very clear on giving details of these in the forms.
HOW DOES THE ABP WORK?

Analysis by a panel of three experts is triggered by any atypical value. This can be an abnormal Haemoglobin or hematocrit level or OFF Score.

The experts determine whether there is a likely doping case to answer or whether there are other plausible explanations for the abnormal scores.

Either they rule:

A) No case to answer, OR

B) They request more targeted testing in order to build up more information, OR

C) They unanimously agree that the only possible explanation is the use of Prohibited Substances or Methods and the athlete is sanctioned with an Anti Doping Rule Violation (ADRV).
HOW DOES THE ABP BENEFIT ME?

It is an excellent tool to catch the cheats and deter doping, so helps better protect each and every clean athlete.

It is often quicker and simpler than urine testing.

It can double-up as a health screen: as an athlete, you can access your recent test values in ADAMS and check parameters such as Haematocrit, Haemoglobin and red blood cell count, which will help you pick up on signs of illness, infection, anaemia and over-training.

It is, however, extremely important to complete the form accurately, particularly relating to recent altitude stays/use, heavy blood loss and/or transfusion, recent hard exercise or exposure to extreme temperatures, as these can all have an impact on your values.
THE ABP: FAQs

✦ I JUST GOT MY PERIOD, DOES THAT COUNT AS HEAVY BLOOD LOSS? IF YOU LOSE A LOT OF BLOOD, YOUR RETICULOCYTE COUNT WILL RISE A FEW DAYS LATER TO COMPENSATE BUT THIS SHOULDN’T BE SIGNIFICANT ENOUGH TO AFFECT THE TEST.

✦ I JUST GOT IN FROM TRAINING BUT I HAVE THINGS I NEED TO DO. DO I REALLY NEED TO REST OR CAN I JUST PRETEND I DIDN’T TRAIN AND DO THE TEST STRAIGHT AWAY? ABSOLUTELY NOT. HARD EXERCISE CAN CAUSE TEMPORARY SUPPRESSION OF RETICULOCYTES WHILE HB WILL ONLY BE MARGINALLY AFFECTED BY POSSIBLE DEHYDRATION SO THE OFF SCORE PRODUCED WILL BE INACCURATE. YOU MUST WAIT A MINIMUM OF TWO HOURS AFTER HARD EXERCISE OR A RACE.

✦ I DIDN’T DRINK ENOUGH LAST NIGHT AND AM REALLY DEHYDRATED - WILL IT AFFECT MY ABP VALUES? IT SHOULDN’T AFFECT THE SCORES SIGNIFICANTLY BUT IF YOU ARE CONCERNED YOU SHOULD MARK THIS DOWN IN THE COMMENTS SECTION ON THE FORM.

✦ I USED A HYPOXIC TENT, SHOULD I BOTHER RECORDING THIS? YOU MUST RECORD THIS. SIMULATING OR GOING TO ALTITUDE CAUSES AN INCREASE IN RETICULOCYTES AS YOUR BODY ADJUSTS TO THE LOWER OXYGEN LEVELS.

✦ I USED A CRYOGENIC CHAMBER RECENTLY - DO I NEED TO DECLARE THIS? YES, YOU SHOULD DECLARE DETAILS OF THIS.